·I·---~--...----++----__t_ once in a while a meson would be produced in a collision bet~ean~hi~h energy neutron and some nucleus in the chamber. If a meson were produced in the cloud chamber it would be recognized by its bending in the magnetic field and ita ionization in the gas. No mesons were found by this method.
A more recent application of the cloud charnber to the search for mesons was to pass the deflected al~la-particle beam directly into the cloud chamber. An alternate method ot exposing plates to positive mesons is to modify the shielding on the back of the plate holder used tor exposure to negative mesons in such a way that positive mesons can strike the bacl~edge of the plate. It is difficult to make a good estimate of the cross seotion for f~tion of mesons. So far we have studied only one energy region, and we do not know how many mesons there are with higher or lower energies •. (II'or masons enta1'ing the pJ-ates at right angles to the edge, this energy is roughly 2-6 Mev. Ifor mesons entering at other angles the energy is higher.) There, are also other uncertainties, . such as how many times the alpha particles in the beam go through the target. By making some plausible a~su~tions, we have estimated the oross section for the masons which we observe on our plates as 10-29 cm 2 , but this estimate may be off by a tactor of 10 in either direction. 
